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Cochrane's Shoulder-and-Elbow Systematic Reviews Issues:
Mistrustful Impact of Evidence
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Abstract
Introduction: Evidence-based guidelines are important for Medicine. However they have repeatedly failed in presenting conclusive
evidence in surgical field. The reason is limited availability of well-designed scientific studies.
In order to investigate limitations and their impact on Shoulder and Elbow Surgery field, we assessed data of Systematic Reviews (SRs)
from the Cochrane Library database for risk of bias.
Analysis of the 35 SRs assessed presented the following risk of bias: Comparable outcomes within SRs studies – 42.86%; Blinding –
40.80%; Sample size calculation – 7.43%; Missing valus handling – 16.14%; Adequate statistical analysis – 11.74%; Monitoring – 0.37%;
and Meta-analysis data heterogeneity – 40.54%, showing that these papers have low methodological quality.
This study may call attention of Shoulder and Elbow surgeons to aim in quality improvement, data comparability and reliability of primary
trials and SRs.
Future conjoint effort in defining and diffusing feasible standards for surgical trials must be made by local and international societies of
surgical specialties.
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endoscopic procedures over open ones due
to progress of devices [27]. Also it is not
adequate to compare procedures done with
different generation of implants. [4]
Technique evolution – modification of
some steps within the same technique can
also impact learning curve and results.
These and other characteristics make
surgical research much more complex than
those within clinical trials outside the
surgical field.
Recentely Orthopaedic Surgery evidencebased medicine has promptly grown in
importance after publication of some pivot
Randomised Controlled Clinical Trials
(RCTs) [24]. However, most SRs failed to
present enough evidence to establish a
reliable Evidence-Based Practice Guideline
because strict selective criteria for inclusion
in SRs limited the number of RCTs in the
meta-analysis.
Methodological
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outcomes are pointed

Introduction:
Evidence-based medicine is the source for
the highest level of evidence and reliability,
driving to better decision-making in medical
practice [25].
Despite all advantages of this method, one
must be aware of the difficulty in accessing
nonpublished Clinical Trials or Clinical
Trials published in languages other than
English, which are common limitations
related to all Systematic Reviews (Srs) [29].
Clinical Trials whose statistical significance
is not reached are frequently considered
‘second-class’ papers, being disregarded by
clinical researchers and not accepted for
publication by reviewers [12]. The absence
of inclusion of these data into the SRs and
meta-analysis leads to biased interpretations
and conclusions (40).
The way SRs are conduted and how results

are extracted from primary studies vary
among different areas of medicine. Each
different area has its particularities and
limitations for research. It is very clear when
we compare clinical and surgical trials.
Following are the main particularities that
preclude surgical field research to be
conducted in similar way to clinical ones:
[1] Impossibility of double blinding – some
trials compare techniques that do not allow
true blinding. For example, scars inherent to
open surgery technique cannot be hidden
when comparing it to an endoscopic
procedure. [2] Learning curve – unlike of
ministering manufactured pills, surgical
performance will depend on surgeon’s
experience and it surely affect outcomes
[33,10, 3] Technological evolution of
implants and devices – over time history
showed us improvement in outcomes of
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Table 1: Results of Cochrane's Methodological Quality Assessment tools for clinical SRs

Clinical Methodological Quality Assessment

Randomization

Allocation Concealment

Balance at Baseline

Provider, Physical Therapy Blinded

Co-interventions Avoided

Adherence Acceptable

Patient Blinded

Withdrawn Descript and Acceptable

Outcome Assessor Blinded

Timing of Assessment Comparable

Intentio-to-Treat

By Review

By Paper

Low Risk
11.70/20 (58.50%)
Unclear
5.58/20 (27.90%)
Low Risk
7.48/20 (37.40%)
Unclear
7.85/20 (39.25%)
Low Risk
9.10/20 (45.50%)
Unclear
5.67/20 (28.35%)
Low Risk
3.93/20 (19.65%)
Unclear
0.11/20 (0.55%)
Low Risk
14.14/20 (70.70%)
Unclear
0.64/20 (3.20%)
Low Risk
16.72/20 (83.60%)
Unclear
2.53/20 (12.65%)
Low Risk
7.75/20 (38.75%)
Unclear
1.40/20 (7.00%)
Low Risk
11.89/20 (59.30%)
Unclear
1.70/20 (8.50%)
Low Risk
10.67/20 (53.35%)
Unclear
2.24/20 (11.20%)
Low Risk
17.76/20 (88.80%)
Unclear
1.19/20 (5.95%)
Low Risk
5.28/20 (26.40%)
Unclear
1.03/20 (5.15%)

Low Risk
111/175 (63.43%)
Unclear
24/175 (13.71%)
Low Risk
51/175 (29.14%)
Unclear
54/175 (30.86%)
Low Risk
90/175 (51.43%)
Unclear
27/175 (15.43%)
Low Risk
33/175 (18.86%)
Unclear
1/175 (0.57%)
Low Risk
102/175 (58.28%)
Unclear
21/175 (12.01%)
Low Risk
132/175 (75.43%)
Unclear
31/175 (17.71%)
Low Risk
84/175 (48.00%)
Unclear
14/175 (8.00%)
Low Risk
109/175 (62.28%)
Unclear
19/175 (10.86%)
Low Risk
102/175 (58.28%)
Unclear
20/175 (11.43%)
Low Risk
129/175 (73.71%)
Unclear
14/175 (8.00%)
Low Risk
48/175 (27.43%)
Unclear
7/175 (4.00%)
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Table 2: Results of Cochrane's Methodological Quality Assessment tools for surgical SRs

Surgical Methodological Quality
Assessment
Randomization

Allocation Concealment

Blinding Outcome Assessor

Incomplete Outcome Data

Selective Reporting

Balance at Baseline

Free of Performance Bias

out as main causes of failure of Orthopedics’
and its subspecialties’ Srs [30,41].
Better and deeper understanding of these
limitations may be key to improve both
primary research and consequently SRs in
orthopaedic surgery. Thus, better decisions
based on the best evidence will be able to be
made.
Methods
Study Design
This Systematic Review assesses Cochrane’s

By Review

By Paper

Low Risk
9.17/15 (47.93%)
Unclear
5.41/15 (36.07%)
Low Risk
4.36/15 (29.07%)
Unclear
8.18/15 (54.53%)
Low Risk
2.37/15 (15.80%)
Unclear
2.37/15 (15.80%)
Low Risk
8.76/15 (58.40%)
Unclear
2.56/15 (17.07%)
Low Risk
3.16/15 (16.07%)
Unclear
9.73/15 (64.87%)
Low Risk
4.04/15 (26.93%)
Unclear
5.97/15 (39.80%)
Low Risk
5.05/15 (33.67%)
Unclear
6.53/15 (43.53%)

Low Risk
44/93 (47.31%)
Unclear
40/93 (43.01%)
Low Risk
27/93 (29.03%)
Unclear
51/93 (54.84%)
Low Risk
13/93 (13.98%)
Unclear
19/93 (20.43%)
Low Risk
50/93 (53.76%)
Unclear
19/93 (20.43%)
Low Risk
14/93 (15.05%)
Unclear
63/93 (67.74%)
Low Risk
23/93 (24.73%)
Unclear
43/93 (46.24%)
Low Risk
35/93 (37.63%)
Unclear
42/93 (45.16%)

Systematic Reviews of Shoulder and Elbow.
The authors are orthopaedic surgeons
familiar with this field of knowledge. So
Shoulder-and-Elbow subspecialty will
represent orthopaedic surgery addressed in
this study, following Descartes' principle
that “all complex matters need to be divided
into many simpler parts in order to better
focus on specific problems, thus creating
greater possibilities of understanding and
solving them”.
As Cochrane Library is known as one of the

most complete, important and reliable
sources of Srs [13], a review of all Cochrane
SRs related to shoulder-and-elbow
subspecialty was conducted to better
understand limitations and characteristics of
RCTs and SRs related to orthopedics.
Search Strategy
Two strategies were used: (1) Cochrane
website’s Search Tool – Medical Subject
Headings (MeSH) terms searched:
shoulder, elbow, scapula, humerus, cuff,
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Table 3: Complementary Assessment analysed 9 topics looking for potential bias not considered on Cochrane's Methodological Quality Assessment

Heterogeneity less 40%

Outcomes comparable ?50%

Target population

Blinding

Sample size calculation

Adequate statistical analysis

Missing values handling, ITT

Data Entry

Monitoring

Total by Review

Total by
Paper

Clinical by
Review

Clinical by
Paper

14.17/35
(40.48%)
NA
5/35
(14.28%)

102/158
(64.56%)

6.92/20
(34.60%)

40/70
(57.14%)

15/35
(42.86%)

NA

7/20
(35.00%)

34.16/35
(97.60%)

265/268
(98.88%)

Low Risk
14.28/35
(40.80%)
Unclear
3.33/35
(9.51%)
NA
1/35
(2.86%)
2.60/35
(7.42%)

Low Risk
125/268
(46.64%)
Unclear
35/268
(13.06%)
NA
4/268
(1.49%)
14/268
(5.22%)

4.11/35
(11.74%)
Unclear/NR
28.46/35
(81.31%)

Surgical by Surgical by
Review
Paper
7.25/15
(48.33%)
NA
5/15
(33.33%)

62/88
(70.45%)

NA

8/15
(53.33%)

NA

19.75/20
(98.75%)

174/175
(99.43%)

14.41/15
(96.07%)

91/93
(97.85%)

Low Risk
10.86/20
(54.30%)
Unclear
0.96/20
(4.90%)
NA
1/20
(5.00%)
1.85/20
(9.25%)

Low Risk
107/175
(61.14%)
Unclear
17/175
(9.71%)
NA
4/175
(2.28%)
11/175
(6.28%)

Low Risk
3.42/15
(22.80%)
Unclear
2.37/15
(15.80%)

Low Risk
18/93
(19.35%)
Unclear
18/93
(20.43%)

0.75/15
(5.00%)

3/93
(3.22%)

57/268
4.11/20
7/175
0/15
0/93
(21.27%)
(20.55%)
(32.57%)
(0.00%)
(0.00%)
Unclear/NR Unclear/NR Unclear/NR Unclear/NR Unclear/NR
185/268
13.93/20
95/175
14.53/15
90/93
(69.30%)
(69.65%)
(54.23%)
(96.85%)
(96.77%)

5.65/35
(16.14%)
Unclear
1.53/20
(4.37%)

48/268
(17.91%)
Unclear
10/268
(3.73%)

4.68/20
(23.40%)
Unclear
0.83/20
(4.15%)

43/175
(24.57%)
Unclear
6/175
(3.43%)

0.97/15
(6.47%)
Unclear
0.7/15
(4.67%)

5/93
(5.38%)
Unclear
4/93
(4.30%)

0/35
(0.00%)
NR
35/35
(100%)

0/268
(0.00%)
NR
268/268
(100%)

0/20
(0.00%)
NR
20/20
(100%)

0/175
(0.00%)
NR
175/175
(100%)

0/15
(0.00%)
NR
15/15
(100%)

0/93
(0.00%)
NR
93/93
(100%)

0.13/35
(0.37%)

2/268
(0.75%)

0.13/20
(0.65%)

2/175
(1.14%)

0/15
(0.00%)

0/93
(0.00%)
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Table 4: Papers and SRs without meta-analysis were withdrawn and stratified by reason for exclusion

183
14
32
61

82
4
24
30

74
10
7
24

Without
MetaAnalysis
27
0
1
7

156

94

45

17

1
8

0
2

1
5

0
1

154

109

15

30

Same Intervention Both Groups

5

3

1

1

Missing Data
Inadequate Follow up
No Specified Results
Review
Intervention Not Compared
with Placebo
Language
TOTAL

3
15
63
23

2
8
51
18

1
7
2
5

0
0
10
0

4

2

0

2

2
724

1
430

1
198

0
96

Withdrawn Cause

Total

Randomization
Abandoned the Clinical Trial
Unacceptable Selection Bias
Incorrect Intervention
Incorrect/insufficient
Enrollment
Ethics Issues
Did Not Begin/Ongoing
Retrospective/Observational/
Case Report

ulna, epicondylitis and dislocation. The SRs
that addressed the subspecialty of Shoulderand-Elbow Surgery were chosen by
assessing titles. (2) Direct search in
Cochrane Bone, Joint and Muscle Trauma
Group.
Thereafter three senior specialized in
should-and-elbow orthopaedic surgeons
reviewed all abstracts identified and
consensually withdrew duplicated papers,
the ones that are not related to shoulderand-elbow, studies that were just protocols,

Clinical Surgical

studies that were split into others and
outdated ones.
As inclusion phase is from utmost
importance, five senior surgeons analysed all
papers and consensually withdrew studies
not related to at least one of the following
topics: physical exam, clinical or surgical
therapeutics of shoulder-and-elbow
subspecialty.
Data Extraction
All data were extracted as consensus by

three authors that assessed methodology of
the selected SRs based on Cochrane’s
Methodological Quality Assessment Tool
[8,14,5,20,19] and Complementary
Assessment of RCTs [40,41,43,15,39,11].
Measurement Tools
The Cochrane Musculosketal Group grades
SRs’ evidence as: Platinum, Gold, Silver or
Bronze levels, according to Cochane’s
Methodological Quality Assessment. This
has two different bias assessment tools:
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Surgical and Clinical, each specific for the
nature of the SRs analysed. They comprise a
judgement and support for each entry in a
‘Risk of bias’ table, where each entry
addresses a specific feature of the study as
low risk, high risk or unclear risk. For trials
of clinical treatments, an eleven-item risk of
bias assessment was used: randomization,
allocation concealment, balance in baseline,
blinding provider, co-interventions avoided,
adherence acceptable, patient blinded,
acceptable withdrawn, outcome assessor
blind, timing of assessment comparable and
Intention-to-Treat analysis (8,14,5,20,19).
For surgical treatment trials, a seven-item
risk of bias was used assessing:
randomization, allocation concealment,
functional blinding, incomplete outcome
(losses >20%), selective reporting, base-line
balance and performance bias (8).
The Complementary Assessment of RCTs
assesses other important points not
considered by Cochrane’s tools. It was
developed using important issues from
CONSORT11, COMET32 and Cochrane
Handbook44 related to quality standards8.
For each issue assessed there were five
possible answer categories: yes, no, unclear,
not-applicable (NA) and not-reported
(NR). There are three sections: (1) Issues
related to SRs – Less than 40%
heterogeneity between primary trials within
the review, which means low to moderate
heterogeneity8; (2) Choice of Outcomes –
if study present at least one outcome as
‘standard’ comparable at more than 50% of
primary papers included in the review; (3)
Issues related to primary studies in SRs –
Choice of Target Population, Blinding,
Sample Size (reduce type 2 error), Adequate
Statistical Analysis (assessment of curves
characteristicsto understand if data is
parametric or non-paramentric, presence of
standard deviations and standard errors,
etc), Missing Values Handling (Intentionto-Treat or Per-Protocol), Data Entry
Cautions (reading aloud, single data entry
with cross-checks or double data entry) and
Data Monitoring.
Since clinical and surgical treatments
present different patterns of assessment, the
authors chose to stratify analysis through
these two types of treatment to better
understand differences between them.
SRs that do not present any RCT were not

removed. Instead they were assessed
separately to better understand causes of
withdrawal of primary papers.
Data Analysis/ Procedures
Variance with standard error, standard
deviation and confidence intervals were not
logical analysis for this review, once the
entire population of Cochrane’s Shoulderand-Elbow SRs was addressed. Statistical
methods provide estimations with respect
to a certain degree of uncertainty and results
reflect all of the population of the SRs.
Thus, this SR shows the ultimate results
based on the whole data.
Data for Cochrane Musculoskeletal Group’s
primary trials were presented only
descriptively.
Results for Cochrane’s Methodological
Quality Assessment and Complementary
Assessment of RCTs were presented in
frequency through proportions and
percentagens of risk of bias for each item
stratified into subgroups.
Papers withdrew from SRs, including SRs
without meta-analysis, were analysed for
most common reasons for withdrawal and
data presented in frequency by absolute
numbers. Results were stratified into the
following groups: all SRs, Clinical SRs,
Surgical SRs and SRs without meta-analysis.
Ethics
As this study comprises a secondary data
analysis, University of Liverpool Ethics
Committee, Santa Catarina Hospital and the
Brazilian Government granted approval
based on the fact that there was no risk to
human subjects.
Results
Thrirty-eight SRs were included, 17 of them
are surgical and 21 clinical. Of all surgical
SRs, 2 did not present RCTs or quasirandomised trials and therefore did not
present meta-analysis. On the clinical group,
one SR did not present meta-anaylisis.
SRs were assessed in 3 groups: whole 38
SRs, Clicical (20 SRs) and Surgical (15 Srs).
According to Cochrane Musculoskeletal
Group grade for primary trial, including SRs
without meta-analysis, of all 38 SRs selected
only one paper reached platinum level of
evidence. Three SRs reached silver level,
one with high risk of bias due to

heterogeneous intervention and two low
risk of bias. Three other SRs presented very
limited evidence. Due to lack of any proper
evidence others SRs could not be graded by
Cochrane Musculoskeletal.
Results of Cochrane’s Methodological
Quality Assessment tools for clinical and
surgical SRs are respectively shown on
TABLES 1 and 2.
Complementary Assessment developed by
the authors analysed 9 topics looking for
potencial bias not considered on Cochrane’s
Methodological Quality Assessment.
Results are shown on TABLE 3.
Target Population topic assesses if patients
were suitable for the proposed intervention
and almost all SRs presented adequate
target population. But 3 primary papers
were conducted among militaries and were
considered as potential bias.
Heterogenity <40% and Comparable
Outcomes were found in round 40% of the
Srs.
Blinding, as expected, showed a great
difference between clinical (54,30%) and
surgical (19,35%) papers.
Sample Size Calculation, Statistical Analysis
and Missing Values were presented in less
than 20% of all SRs, what made us very
concerned about reliability of results.
Data Entry seems to be well difunded
among SRs authors. All SRs analysed had
reported it. However, none Primary Paper
had it.
Monitoring was the worst aspect taken into
consideration by researchers. Only one SR
(0,37%) had adequate monitoring and it
was a clinical SR.
Papers and SRs without meta-analysis were
withdrawn and results are shown on Table
4, stratified by reason for exclusion.

Discussion
Cochrane’s Systematic Reviews are known
by high standard and reliability. Many
physicians have been using them as guide
for the best evidence possible in certain
fields of medicine.
Despite they have proven to be effective to
summarise results of trials in the Clinical
field, they lack effectiveness in many
Surgery trials. A commom complaint among
surgeons is that SRs have not been able to
provide reliable guidelines. Conclusions are
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repetitively similar in most of SRs: “There is
limited evidence available from RCTs on the
relative effectiveness of [a certain surgical
treatment]”.
Considering SRs analysed in this article
were conduted in conformance with the
high standards of Cochrane Collaboration,
the absence of adequate evidence must be
due to failure within primary papers and
withdrawn ones. Of all reviewed SRs, we
found a low rate of conclusiveness. Only one
article reached the Platinum level of
evidence according to Cochrane, showing
that Shoulder-and-Elbow SRs have often
failed to present enough evidence to
establish reliable evidence-based practice
guidelines [41].
Some authors stated that “absence of
evidence is not evidence of absence”[1].
Therefore, the main cause of this lack of
evidence may just be absence of data for
establishing reliable results. The number of
individuals necessary to suitably answer a
research question may be more than those
enrolled in the SR, making results not truly
reliable. So, larger samples will lead trials to
achieve narrower confidence intervals and
high statistical power (31).
SRs may be guides to determine whether
more studies are necessary or not to suitably
answer a research question, as well as to
determine what direction researchers need
to follow in future trials, like sample sizing
and research harms [9].
Deep analysis of the only Platinum-level SR
found in this study showed: inclusion of a
Silver-level primary study, only 50% of
included papers had Intention-to-Treat, only
40% performed Sample Size Calculation
and less than half of outcomes were
comparable. So, despite having 90% of
blinded primary papers and 70% of
adequate statistical analysis, there is a lack of
methodological quality that precludes
adequate use of this data for meta-analysis.
Less than 50% of SRs presenting at least one
comparable outcome indicate an immediate
necessity of discussion and standardization
of outcomes among Shoulder and Elbow
researchers. The Rowe scale37 was the most
‘popular’ (50%) specific outcome for
shoulder instability within Cochrane’s SRs
probably because it is simple, fast and
reproductible.
For rotator cuff interventions we found 3
major outcome assessment scores: UCLA

www.asesjournal.com
[21] (5 /14) – the oldest and most used;
Constant [35] (3/14) – mostly used in
Europe; and ASES [28] (1/14) – mostly
used in North America. Perhaps if all future
primary papers could standardize the use of
all three outcome-scores in a definite
timeframe, papers would certainly be more
comparable all around the world.
There is over emphasis in effectiveness
within the SRs in expense of many times
omitting safety information [16]. Indeed,
medical decision follows a Paraconsistent
logic pattern where positive and negative
aspects are weighted to reach the best
decision for each individual [3]. Thus,
insufficient disclosure of safety aspects
within a SR can overestimate effectiveness,
driving to biased decisions regarding
treatment.
Simple methodological issues like Blinding
presented remarkable antagonism within
clinical and surgical fields of the same
subspecialty. Reliable blinding was found in
only 19.35% surgical RCTs in contrast to
61.14% clinical RCTs. Surgical approach,
post-surgical exams and ethics seems to be
the main reasons why blinding is more
feasible for Clinical Trials than Surgical
ones. As Double-Blinding is extremely
difficult to achieve in Surgical Trials, it is
almost impossible for them to reach
Cochrane’s Platinum level of evidence. In
this way, Cochrane Musculoskeletal Group
proper grading for primary trials does not
seem suitable for surgical trials.
Sample Size Calculation is key factor to
avoid Type II error but it is present in only
5.22% of primary papers analysed. This is an
important reason why SRs lack statistical
power and reliability [36] and it must be
highlighted in congresses and discussions in
order to avoid biased conclusions of
primary papers.
Another important point to be considered
in trials is data loss. There is tendency
towards a higher drop out rate amongst
patients who failed to respond to treatment2
resulting in bias towards positive results6.
Intentio-to-Treat (ITT) is a good tool to
avoid this type of bias. However in this
study, the major part of the entire assessed
primary papers that used ITT did not even
mention the type of ITT technique used.
Using Per-Protocol can estimate
effectiveness to be overly optimistic, driving
researchers to biased conclusions (2).

A reliable statistical analysis is also very
important for achieving reliability. Different
statistical approaches may be necessary in
different conditions, depending on sample
size, distribution of data and many other
factors [4]. Many primary papers present
results without mentioning data
distribution verification and insufficient
detail about statistical methods used. Only
18.69% of all SRs and 30.70% of primary
papers presented analyses of statistical
methodology. This must alerts investigators
about potentially biased results and
misleading conclusions[38].
Current high standards for Clinical Trials
require data entry to be scrutinized for
reliability. Strategies include reading aloud
[18], single data entry with cross check [42]
and double data entry [7]. All SRs assessed
showed strategies used, but no primary
paper reported data entry strategies. In fact,
the whole set of primary papers never
mentioned it.
Good Clinical practices have standardised
all legal and ethical steps to be followed in
order to conduct a Clinical Trial. However,
monitoring is main concern within this
standardization [17]. Monitoring improves
reliability by checking all steps within study.
Only two primary clinical papers cared
about this aspect in our study. A possible
solution for improving monitoring could be
subspecialty societies or international
collaborations to assume this role.
Heterogenity is key factor within a metaanalysis. It shows how different results are
among trials. So, the more heterogeneous
results are, the more incompatible they will
be, reflecting difficulty in assessing
outcomes. In this review, 40.54% of SRs
presented moderate to low rate of
heterogeneity, suggesting better
standardization of procedures,
interventions, and/or assessments like the
ones proposed by the IDEAL-Collaboration
[34].
Randomization is 'sine qua non’ for Primary
Papers to provide data to meta-analysis
within a Cochrane SR. But if not well done
they can be under risk of bias. Quasirandomization can be considered as high
risk of bias. From all Shoulder-and-Elbow
SRs analysed, randomization seemed not to
be a concern at first look, as 63.43% of
RCTs were considered low risk, but when
stratified only 36.07% of surgical trials had
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adequate randomization against 75.85% on
clinical ones. It clearly shows another
fragility of Surgical Papers.
Allocation Concealment is important to
avoid selection bias and protect
randomization. Only 29.14% of clinical
RCTs and 29.03% of surgical trials
presented low risk of bias allocation
concealment. These rates are very low and
require significant improvement.
Balance at Baseline ensures homogeneity of
individuals among groups researched. If
imbalance is found, all results might be
compromised. The baseline of surgical trials
was balanced (low risk of bias) in only
24.73%, while for clinical trials more than
double (51.43%).
Only 58.28% of RCTs were free of cointerventions in Clinical Trials. This
measure was not performed for Surgical
Trials. This data exposes an alarming
situation wherein confounding factors can
be present in 41.72% of the papers. Better
inclusion/exclusion criteria are necessary in
order to foresee and avoid any possible cointerventions.
Adherence to treatment is crucial to
adequate treatment and it is considered an
important source of bias as noncompliant
patients are removed from studies.
Withdrawal is considered acceptable when
inferior to 20% of all enrolled individuals.
We found 62.28% of RCTs to present
acceptable withdrawn, which suggest biased
conclusions once most dropouts are poor
results [43,6]. Intention-to-Treat analysis
with a growing curve, baseline data and
admitting failure of treatment are helpful
strategies to mitigate this issue.
Timing of assessment was just measured at
the Clinical SRs group. Surgical trials did

not present this data. In 73.71% of the
assessments there was a low risk of bias,
which seems acceptable.
Selective Reporting was just measured at
the Surgical SRs group. Low risk was found
in just 15.05% of RCTs, which can drive
investigators to biased results.
The main causes of withdrawal found are:
deficiency in randomization (183 papers),
retrospective studies [154], not specified
results [63], incorrect or insufficient
enrolment [62] and incorrect intervention
[61]. Once again, this data point out deficit
of high standard prospective papers in the
Shoulded-and-Elbow field.
In summary, it is clear that Clinical and
Surgical Primary Trials within the Shoulderand-Elbow subspecialty need to improve
their methodological quality in order to
reach a suitable pattern of quality. Surgical
trials tend to present less quality and more
inconclusive results than clinical ones [41],
because of following reasons: (1) learning
curve of surgeons33 – minimally invasive
techniques and new procedures tend to be
technically more demanding, thus having
worse initial results; (2) surgical
dexterity33,26 – natural variability among
surgeons must be addressed at SRs as a
potential cause of bias; (3) evolution of
devices – rapid evolution of devices may
add additional bias when compared to older
models; (4) lower budgets for surgical trials;
and (5) variability of lesions – surgical trials
have to group variable similar lesions in
packages in order to harmonize the baseline.
Local and international societies of
specialties and subspecialties will have to
work hard together to get into an agreement
about methodologies in their research. The
IDEAL-Collaboration34 has been a pioneer
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on this field, establishing and improving
research methodology for future Surgical
Trials, but it still lacks recognition and
acceptance by societies.
Limitations
This study is based only on SRs presented
by Cochrane, which demands very high
standards of methodology. Therefore, data
presented here may underestimate
methodological problem of primary papers.
As data assessed in this paper were extracted
from Cochrane’s SRs, not directly from the
primary trials, they might be suscectible to
errors, misses or faults.

Conclusions
As most Systematic Reviews in Shoulder
and Elbow Surgery contain primary trials
and RCTs with a high risk of bias, their
conclusions must be interpretated with
caution.
Data from this study may be helpful for
future generations of shoulder-and-elbow
researchers helping them to focus on
methodological quality improvements
and thereby enhance worldwide
discussion about surgical research
methodology, standardized outcomes,
timing of assessment and adequate
monitoring. Also, it may help to establish
new standards for primary surgical trials
within shoulder and elbow surgery, like
the IDEAL-Collaboration has done in
many other surgical fields.
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